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N[...] occupation as a concomitant of war and a temporary
state of affairs pending a peace agreementO1
NIf we keep on speaking sameness, if we speak to each other
as men have been doing for centuries, as we have been
taught to speak, we’ll miss each other, fail ourselves. Again .
. .,ords will pass through our bodies, above our heads.
They’ll vanish, and we’ll be lost. Far off, up high. Absent
from ourselves.O2
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28 As feminist and post-colonial scholars have long noted, such participation was assumed impossible on
the very basis of the presumed impediments that enabled trusteeship to emerge in the first place. See
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Can the Subaltern Speak?, inMARXISM & THE INTERPRETATION OF
CULTURE 271 (Cary Nelson & Lawrence Grossberg, eds.) (1988).
29 Hague Convention (IV), supra note 12; see alsoMAARTJE ABBENHUIS, THE HAGUE CONFERENCES
AND INTERNATIONAL POLITICS, 1898-1915 (2019). It is notable that the first Hague Treaty negotiation
had a significant presence of transnational women’s organizing, specifically from the International
Council of Women (ICW), the Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) and the Ligue des
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Art. 46. Family honour and rights, the lives of persons, and
private property, as well as religious convictions and practice,
must be respected. Private property cannot be confiscated.
Art. 55. The occupying State shall be regarded only as
administrator and usufructuary of public buildings, real estate,
forests, and agricultural estates belonging to the hostile State,
and situated in the occupied country. It must safeguard the
capital of these properties, and administer them in accordance
with the rules of usufruct.30
Article 46 is the historic provision most directly relevant to women’s
needs and protection under occupation before the passage of the 1949 Geneva
Conventions, with a more comprehensive focus on the regulation of civilian life
under occupation.31 The emphasis on family, the right to life, private property,
and religious tolerance comport with classical liberal assumptions about which
values and rights have a hierarchical status during armed conflict and form the
basis of responsibility for the occupying state. 32 The motif of paternal
responsibility is sustained throughout.
In this scheme, a particular status is given to family honor, a concept
that is tightly bound to the female body, reproduction, and patriarchal order.33 It
is understood that the honor noted in the protective mantra is not the honor of the
unequal or sexually violated female subject but rather the honor of the man or
family to whom she is attached.34 And it is obvious but worth re-emphasizing
that the most egregious harms imagined to occur to women are penetrative sexual
30  6<J: DCK:CI>DC !. supra CDI: 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harms, destroying their purity and chastity.35 This conflation of dignity harms
for women with sexual penetration has had an insidious effect on the protection
of women in armed conflict,36 not least because it has had a reductive effect
conflating female harms to sexual violence and thereby expunging other conflict-
related harms from view. Under occupation, this means that sexual violence
occupies disproportionate attention, given its undulating and patriarchal
connection to male status and male honor. In this reading, the presence of sexual
violence will clearly signify harms to women, but often in a disaggregated and
incomplete way, ignoring the layered and intersectional experience of violence
that defines harm for women in extremis. The lack of recognition in the early
treaty provisions for sustained or systematic penetrative sexual violence may
also be incorrectly read as signifying the absence of gender-based harms under
occupation historically, including extreme violence in other forms. To state the
very obvious, the lack of recognition in law has little to do with the historical
experience of sustained sexual harms by women in war generally, and under
occupation in particular.
Examining the Regulations through women’s eyes and the lived
experiences of women under occupation in highly patriarchal and stratified
societies makes it possible to see the relevance of other provisions. These include
viewing general penalties (Article 46) in the context of house demolitions or
respecting the laws in place in the territory under occupation (Article 43) as
relevant to maintaining inequalities in divorce law, access to property, and access
to children.37 All of these rules have blunt gender aspects when closely and
forensically examined. How these provisions are interpreted, whether by military
commanders or civilian courts, will affect women’s experience under and access
to law in the context of occupation. Women’s legal protection has a distinct
historical genealogy, which I turn to here.
In 1949, in the aftermath of the Holocaust and World War II, despite
knowledge of the range and depth of sex-based harms experienced by women,
the legal regulation of women’s lives in the exposed context of occupation
remains similarly constructed to the rules that emerged a half century earlier.
Sexual violence aside, the legal imagination as to the types of harms that women
might experience generally or disproportionately on account of their gender is
35 The instrumentalism of this narrative is revealed by the use of female vulnerability narratives in the
lead-up to the Second World War by governmental propaganda in the United Kingdom. See generally
Nicoletta F. Gullace, Sexual Violence and Family Honor: British Propaganda and International Law
During the First World War, 102 AM. HIST. REV. 714 (1997).
36 Fionnuala Ní Aoláin, The ‘War on Terror’ and Extremism: Assessing the Relevance of the Women,
Peace and Security Agenda, 92 INT’L AFF. 275, 279 (2016) [hereinafter Ní Aoláin, War on Terror].
37 This is an issue I have addressed at length elsewhere. See Fionnuala Ní Aoláin, Gendering the Law of
Occupation: The Case of Cyprus, 27 MINN. J. INT’L L. 107, 128-36 (2018).
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notably constrained. Moreover, the limited references to women in the Geneva
Conventions are overwhelmingly tied to the vulnerabilities of women as
expectant or nursing mothers.38 Geneva Convention IV is largely constructed
from and in response to the Nazis’ and other Axis regimes’ concentration on
selective and abhorrent practices of occupation during World War II. As literary
narratives of occupation sites reveal, there were distinctly gendered experiences
and traumas that followed occupation.39 Little of that montage found expression
in the law.
While one of the goals of Geneva IV was to better regulate the
experiences of persons living under military occupation, the specific and distinct
experiences of women are not reflected in—and are in fact obscured by—the
law. Article 27 of the Fourth Geneva Convention is the provision most often
cited when we discuss the legal consideration of harms experienced by women
in the context of occupation.
Art. 27. Protected persons are entitled, in all circumstances, to
respect for their persons, their honour, their family rights, their
religious convictions and practices, and their manners and
customs. They shall at all times be humanely treated, and shall
be protected especially against all acts of violence or threats
thereof and against insults and public curiosity.
Women shall be especially protected against any
attack on their honour, in particular against rape, enforced
prostitution, or any form of indecent assault.
Without prejudice to the provisions relating to their
state of health, age and sex, all protected persons shall be
treated with the same consideration by the Party to the conflict
in whose power they are, without any adverse distinction based,
in particular, on race, religion or political opinion.
However, the Parties to the conflict may take such
measures of control and security in regard to protected persons
as may be necessary as a result of the war.
Article 27 has some notable gendered fault lines. The motif of honor
remains trenchantly tied to a patriarchal understanding of honor as belonging to
a man and the woman as its vessel. Importantly, while rape is mentioned in
38 GARDAM& JARVIS, supra note 31, at 96 (2001).
39 See generally KRISTEN DEN HARTOG & TRACY KASABOSKI, THE OCCUPIED GARDEN: A FAMILY
MEMOIR OFWAR-TORN HOLLAND (2009); AGNES HUMBERT, RÉSISTANCE: AWOMAN’S JOURNAL OF
STRUGGLE AND DEFIANCE IN OCCUPIED FRANCE (Barbara Mellor trans., 2008); CURTIS WHITFIELD
TONG, CHILD OFWAR: AMEMOIR OFWORLDWAR II INTERNMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES (2011).
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40 Oren Gross, The Grave Breaches System and the Armed Conflict in the Former Yugoslavia, 16 MICH.
J. INT’L L. 783, 820 (1995).
41 See Aziz v. Cyprus, App. No. 69949/01, 2004-V Eur. Ct. H.R. 1, ¶¶ 34-38 (2004) (affirming that
states cannot deny political rights and use occupation as an excuse to avoid their overarching human
rights obligations. See also Prince Hans-Adam II of Liech. v. Ger., App. No. 42527/98, 2001-VIII Eur.
Ct. H.R. 1, ¶¶ 46-48, 59, 68 (2001); Ineta Ziemele, Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights
and Integrity of International Law, in L’INFLUENCE DES SOURCES SUR L’UNITÉ ET LA FRAGMENTATION
DU DROIT INTERNATIONAL 199 et seq., (Rosario H. Vinaixa & Karel Wellens dir., 2006) (outlining the
ECtHR’s approach to occupation).
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provision also lends itself to reflection on the gender-specific harms that have
followed settlement establishment and the enforcement of the protection, values,
and needs of settlers over and above the needs of the local civilian population.
In sum, a contemporary evaluation of the legal rules regulating occupation must
take holistic account of three regulatory regimes and be cognizant of the
overlapping and layered nature of the legal terrain.
B. Specific Application of General Rules to the Occupied
Palestinian Territories
There is broad and consistent agreement among international lawyers
that the normative framework of belligerent occupation has applied and
continues to apply to the West Bank, including East Jerusalem. 43 Many
prominent international lawyers view the law of belligerent occupation as
applicable to the Gaza Strip, though there is a higher degree of doctrinal and
normative debate on that issue.44 Gaza was captured from Egypt in 1967, and
remained under Israeli military occupation until 1994. In pursuance of the Oslo
Peace Accords, the Palestinian Authority assumed management of civilian life
in Gaza while Israel retained control of airspace, territorial waters, and borders.
A unilateral disengagement plan was implemented in 2005, and settlers were
forcibly evicted from the territory. Since 2006 and the election of Hamas to
govern Gaza, the territory has been the subject of a blockade maintained by Israel
and Egypt.45 Tensions and violence between Israel and Hamas remain constant,
leading to high civilian casualty tolls and the complete annihilation of basic
infrastructure; daily life conditions for civilians living in one of the most densely
populated areas in the world are severe and horrifying.
The overwhelming consensus on the status of this occupation,
notwithstanding a half-century occupation, poses a number of conceptual and
legal quandaries in practice. To state the obvious, the length of the occupation is
per se inconsistent with the overriding imperative of the law, namely short-term
control over a territory and a transition to non-occupation. The transition is to
I=>H I:GG>IDGN] 8DCHI>IJI:H 6 L6G 8G>B:	 *DB: +I6IJI: D; I=: !CI:GC6I>DC6A G>B>C6A DJGI 6GI	 	7K>>>
"JAN    -	&	,	+	  :CI:G:9 >CID ;DG8: DC "JAN  	
43 See generally ENVENESTI supra CDI:  0ORAMINSTEIN ,HE !NTERNATIONAL $AW OF
ELLIGERENT'CCUPATION 	
44 Compare ENVENESTI supra CDI:  6I  and 96B *D7:GIH Appendix 2: The Termination of
Military Occupations in XPERT%EETING ON'CCUPATION AND'THER ORMS OFDMINISTRATION
OF OREIGN ,ERRITORY  ,G>HI6C :GG6GD :9	  2=:G:>C6;I:G ME:GI %::I>C<3 with +		 *:H	
  and 		 *:H	 
 "6C	   and INSTEIN supra CDI:  6I  and ,G>HI6C
:GG6GD Determining the Beginning and End of an Occupation Under International Humanitarian Law
 !NT_L *EV	 *ED ROSS  	
45 See C9G:L +6C<:G The Contemporary Law of Blockade and the Gaza Freedom Flotilla  0		
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46 See generally JERUSALEM LEGAL AID & HUMAN RIGHTS CTR., SETTLER VIOLENCE & IMPUNITY IN
THE OCCUPIED PALESTINIAN TERRITORY; FROM THE ICCPR STANDPOINT (2014); Ronen Shamir,
“Landmark Cases” and the Reproduction of Legitimacy: The Case of Israel’s High Court of Justice, 24
L. & SOC’Y REV. 781 (1990) (discussing an analysis of a data set from 1967-86 indicating that 89% of
Palestinian petitions were rejected by the Court). The data trend appears to hold consistently to the
present. See THE ABC OF THE OPT, supra note 4, at 4 n.16.
47 See THE ABC OF THE OPT, supra note 4, at 2.
48 See AEYAL GROSS, THEWRITING ON THEWALL: RETHINKING THE INTERNATIONAL LAW OF
OCCUPATION 38-51 (2017).
49 See generallyWOMEN’S CTR. FOR LEGAL AID & COUNSELLING, WOMEN’S VOICES: IN THE SHADOW
OF THE SETTLEMENTS (2010) [hereinafter WOMEN’S VOICES].
50 Id. at 21-29.
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for domestic and intimate partner violence also squeeze Palestinian women’s
lives in multiple, intersectional, and oppressive ways.51
It is this squeeze between multiple oppressions that further exacerbates
women’s experience of harm in the highly fragmented but legally dense Israeli
occupation. A number of scholars have recognized the complexity and deliberate
fluidity of legal regimes that operate in respect of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip.52 This corresponds to constructive ambiguity in terminology and layered
legal regimes deployed by Israeli military authorities, civil administration,
courts, and policy makers.53 As a result, while my analysis is focused primarily
on the application of international treaty and customary rules to the occupation,
it is important methodologically and conceptually to acknowledge that the legal
framework is dense. It includes judicial decisions from the Israeli Supreme
Court;54 enactments from the military commander; legal opinions from within
the Israeli government; local, religious and customary law as applied to the
regulation of family life; and the outcome of thousands of legal decisions
emanating from military courts each year. The density adds to the intricacy and
variability of navigating gender and makes surfacing women’s rights and
entitlements more arduous and competitive with other claim-making, which may
be viewed as more compelling.
III. GENDER AND TRANSFORMATIVE OCCUPATION: EXPLORING
THE COMPLEXITY OF GENDERED OCCUPATION IN THE ISRAEL-
PALESTINE CONTEXT
A. The Abu-Dahar Orchard: Rights and Security Viewed through
a Feminist Lens
In the tradition of feminist narrative storytelling, my analysis turns to
relate the story of a particular woman and a particular experience of claiming
51 Palestine: Authorities Crush Dissent: Arbitrary Arrests, Torture Systematic, HUM. RTS. WATCH (Oct.
23, 2018), https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/10/23/palestine-authorities-crush-dissent.
52 Compare BENVENESTI, supra note 17, at 211-12, with Expert Meeting, supra note 44.
53 An early example of this is found in the writing of Meir Shamgar. SeeMeir Shamgar, Legal Concepts
and Problems of the Israeli Military Government-The Initial Stage, in 1 MILITARY GOVERNMENT IN
THE TERRITORIES ADMINISTERED BY ISR. 1967-1980: THE LEGAL ASPECTS (Meir Shamgar ed., 1982).
54 The Supreme Court operates as a High Court of Justice on petitions from the OPT. See e.g. HCJ
337/71 Christian Society for the Holy Places v. Minister of Defence 26(1) PD 574 (1972) (Isr.). While it
is unusual in an occupation setting to have judicial access guaranteed in this way, this form of access has
a long colonial pedigree, again conflating other forms of domination with the legal framework that
oversees the OPT. See generally Shuli Ben-Nathan, The Supreme Court and the Territories: The Last
Diamond in the King’s Throne, in 50 CONCEPTS, TESTIMONIES & REPRESENTATIONS OF OCCUPATION
(I. Menuchin ed., 2017). Interestingly, that Court may also apply Israel law, including the Basic Law:
Human Liberty and Dignity to Israelis (settlers) in the Occupied Territories, though it remains entirely
unclear if such law would be applied to Palestinian civilians under Israeli control.
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rights under occupation. While this narrative could be relayed as a finding of law
and fact from a contentious court decision, the power of the story lies in focusing
on the small details that betray the gendered dimensions of claiming rights under
occupation. This includes the fact that the right-claimant is female, an owner of
trees and land, and makes claim against a powerful (military) man. The case
reveals the possibilities of using litigation as a tool for challenging the
fundamental intrusions on family, economic, and social life from belligerent
occupation. But it also reveals the deep collaboration of the law in the ordering
of occupation as well as the normalizing and legitimizing effects of legal
ordering, enabling and facilitating the harms of occupation on the lived lives of
women and their families.
The Abu-Dahar Orchard.55 This story is told as a small victory
for Zouharia Abu-Dahar, the owner of a small property of 0.37
acres, which consisted primarily of trees. 56 She had been
informed by the Israeli military commander in charge of the
Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT) in July 2004 that the
trees on her property would be cut down entirely.57 The trees
were situated in immediate proximity to the private residence
of Shaul Mofaz, the newly appointed Israeli Defense Minister,
whose house was right on the edge of the Green Line separating
Israel from the OPT. She was then informed that the military
order was “incorrectly drafted.”58 The result was a second
order mandating a “compromise” that the trees would not be
cut in their entirety but rather that sixty trees be cut down to
one foot above ground.59 A petition to the Israeli Supreme
Court ensued. Applying a proportionality test, the Supreme
Court found that only a thicket of dry bushes close to the ground
needed to be cut, the sixty trees trimmed, and their trunks left
alone.60
On the one hand, this is a story that can be told as a victory and a
validation of the legal constraints placed on belligerent occupiers. The orchard
is saved by a resourceful mother and property owner. The Israeli High Court
takes seriously the review of the home-based security of the Defense Minister
for as long as he stays in office and finds a medium way to satisfy both parties
55 See HCJ 7862/04, Abu Dahar v. IDF Commander in Judaea and Samaria (Isr.) [hereinafter Abu Dahar
case]. See generally, Guy Davidov & Amnon Reichman, Prolonged Armed Conflict and Diminished
Deference to the Military: Lessons from Israel, 35 L. & SOC. INQUIRY 919, 919-21 (2010).
56 Abu Dahar case, supra note 55, ¶ 1.
57 Id., ¶ 1.
58 Id.
59 Id.
60 Id., ¶ 15.
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DAVID KRETZMER, THE OCCUPATION OF JUSTICE: THE SUPREME COURT OF ISRAEL AND THE OCCUPIED
TERRITORIES (2002).
63 See generally FEMINIST JUDGMENTS: FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE (Rosemary Hunter, Clare
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complexity of women’s lives under occupation. In short, this means examining
the span of women’s lives from birth to grave to assess the specificity of
occupation’s harms at pivotal points. The examples illuminate the following
contexts. What does it mean to be a female child born into occupation, a female
child living under occupation, a woman coming into adulthood under
occupation, a woman seeking to marry and have a family under occupation, a
woman giving birth under occupation, a woman raising children under
occupation, a woman trying to work under occupation, a woman traveling from
one place to another under occupation, a woman undertaking family and
communal roles under occupation, a woman who is ill under occupation, a
woman who dies under occupation? What does the law of occupation say to the
life-cycle of a woman who can expect to be born and has lived or lives all of her
adult life under occupation?
A. Essentially Gendered: Regulating Movement Under
Occupation
For the purposes of this analysis, I focus on one specific but pervasive
aspect of life for Palestinian women living under occupation, namely the ongoing
complexity of negotiating territory and space under occupation. The spatial
challenges of occupation are multiple and have highly distinct gender
implications. Specifically, at the macro level in Israel-Palestine, there is the
territorial split between Gaza and the West Bank. Gaza was first occupied by
Israel in 1967. Israel disengaged from Gaza in 2005, and the following year
Hamas won a legislative victory over the Palestine Liberation Organization’s
Fatah, resulting in physical, political, and economic isolation for the Strip’s
inhabitants.82 International isolation heightened in the aftermath of Operations
Cast Lead and Protective Edge, exacerbated by the continued intransigence of
Fatah-Hamas reconciliationmoves, ongoing hostilities including rocket launches
into Israel from Gaza, deep security reliance between Israel and Egypt, and
regional instability, making this densely populated area highly unstable and the
lived lives of those who inhabit it awful on multiple indicators.83 Access between
both geographies is cut off, with marked consequences for family and
community connections, including marriage, death, birth, community and family
integration, and inter-generational relationships.
82 The Gaza Cheat Sheet: Real Data on the Gaza Closure, GISHA–THE LEGAL CTR. FOR FREEDOM OF
MOVEMENT (Aug. 10, 2016), http://www.gisha.org/UserFiles/File/publications/Info_Gaza_Eng.pdf.
83 Gaza has one of the highest unemployment rates of any economy in the world (41.5% overall, 58%
for youth). See NO EXIT? GAZA & ISRAEL BETWEENWARS, INT’L CRISIS GROUP 7 (2015),
https://d2071andvip0wj.cloudfront.net/162-no-exit-gaza-israel-between-wars.pdf. 80% of the population
relies on donor aid, and 39% is below the poverty line. Id. Operation Protective Edge destroyed what
there was of an agricultural sector; there are virtually no exports, and the territory is sealed off from
external movement in and internal movement out. Id.
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In the West Bank, the security wall dominates the access arena, with
particular and highly regulated checkpoints as the entry and exit spaces, where
heightened scrutiny and the capacity of being subject to military questioning and
detention frequently affect women’s daily lives. There is a distinct female
presence in these sites of access—entry and movement into and out of the
Occupied Territories. 84 The masculinity of the space is also notable in the
military presence that overshadows control of movement from one space to
another.
Aside from the security wall, the OPT is spatially divided based on a
formula of temporary agreement derived from the Oslo Accords. The
exceptionality of that temporary agreement has not been translated into a
permanent status quo. Under that Accord—an interim agreement designed to
lead to Final Status negotiations—all West Bank land excluding East Jerusalem
falls into one of three categories: Area A (currently 18%), which is in theory
under full PA security and civil control, though there are frequent Israeli
incursions; Area B (currently 21%) under mixed PA/Israeli (mostly Israeli)
control; and Area C (currently 61%) under full Israeli control of security, civil
affairs, and building, with the PA controlling for the non-Israeli civilian
population, civil matters (e.g., family law) that do not impinge on Israeli
competencies. The landscape of spatial separation may be further fragmented,
including by unilateral annexation by Israel or in pursuance of opportunities to
expand the occupation perimeters. 85 These spatial geographies create a
microcosm of regulation that creates multiple encounters with military and
civilian regulation of individual lives (as well as settlers in multiple forms) for
women. The spatial realities create regulatory disjunctions for the population as
a whole,86 but with specific effects on women’s lives.
In the Israel-Palestine context, there has been a dearth of research
exploring the ways in which conflict/occupation-specific harms have affected
84 Observations from the Author’s field notes in 2011, 2012, and 2016 (documenting the
disproportionately high number of women, girls, and young children standing in lines at checkpoint
seeking access into Israel from the OPT or returning into the Occupied Territories from Israel, primarily
East Jerusalem) (on file with Author).
85 The Prosperity to Peace (January 2020) proposal published by the Trump Administration offers the
possibility of substantial further fragmentation of the limited contiguous Palestinian geographical terrain
by consolidating and legitimizing settlements and affirming absolute Israeli sovereignty over Jerusalem
(including East Jerusalem). See PEACE TO PROSPERITY (2020), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2020/01/Peace-to-Prosperity-0120.pdf.
86 The most obvious of which is the highly complex terrain of administrative permits allowing access (or
not) to parts of the Occupied Territory. See YAEL BERDA, LIVING EMERGENCY: ISRAEL’S PERMIT
REGIME IN THE OCCUPIEDWEST BANK 2000-2006 (2012).
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If the face of torture in the context of the occupation was the young male
Palestinian, the female face of occupation may best be captured by the long lines
of women and children standing and waiting for processing each day at Qalandia
checkpoint, one of the largest military checkpoints in the OPT, situated
approximately ten minutes from the center of Jerusalem.99 Israeli estimates have
varied over time, but some official estimates found that 80,000 Palestinians or
residents of East Jerusalem pass through this checkpoint each week, compared
with other sources that find 26,000 Palestinians a day passing through this access
point. 100 Having spent many days passing through this checkpoint while
researching in the territory, I attest to the seething mass of humanity, mostly in
female form, that exits and enters its clutches. One could dwell on the
humiliation, personal and communal, that accompanies the undulating daily
transfer from one territory to another, but the purpose of this analysis is to reflect
on the complexity of female-centered harms that occur in these spaces, and what
it reveals about the broader set of social, political, economic, communal, and
individual harms occasioned by the realities of separation, access, dissolution,
and negation of the right to move freely.
The law of occupation enables the occupier to restrict the capacity of
protected persons to move within an occupied territory. Limitations on
movement are subject to necessity and security tests, both of which as a formal
matter within the law of occupation are not merely constructed from the point of
view of the belligerent occupier, but rather include a responsibility to protect and
ensure the safety and best interests of the civilian population. A key point about
security considerations within the frame of occupation law is that the concept of
security is differently calibrated101 and contrasts with other legal constructions
of security, for example as articulated within the bounds of international human
rights law.
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121 Laura Sjoberg & Jessica Peet, A(nother) Dark Side of the Protection Racket: Targeting Women in
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occupation. In parallel, the hegemonic masculinity that defines the occupation in
the OPT has shown no evidence of a willingness to view the needs of the female
civilian population through a gendered lens, taking account of the particular
needs of women living under occupation. This is not to say that the occupation
has not evolved in legal and administrative terms. The legal regulation of the
occupation has been refined and has evolved considerably over many decades,
but overwhelmingly not to the benefit of the civilian population broadly defined.
My essential point here is that such evolution has lacked any sustained
commitment to addressing the gendered needs of the subjugated population. This
freezing on gender issues is in marked contrast with positive evolutions in Israeli
society on gender roles, sexual violence, harassment, and protection for sexual
preferences under law.122 It also has an abject disjunction with the acceptance of
the Women, Peace and Security Agenda by the Israeli courts as relevant to the
political issues within the green line, 123 though entirely of no relevance or
application to the place where it is most relevant: the OPT.
In the context of occupation, the rule and decisions of the military
commander (generally and not unrelatedly a man) are of critical importance to
establishing the lived experience of occupation. Residency, the determination of
a right to one’s home, and family unification decisions were handed over to the
prerogatives of the military commander in the early phase of the occupation.124
In this context, the military commander has the discretion to decide that persons
born and raised in the OPT, but who then reside abroad for a period and
subsequently wish to return, have lost their center of life and no longer remain
eligible to return.125 No such negative presumption can be applied to Jews born
in Israel, who reside abroad for extended periods for study, acquire citizenship
abroad, work overseas, or move for family reasons and desire to return.126 The
choice for Palestinians to work, study, or spend time abroad will always be
circumscribed by the unknowability of ascribing what factors will tip them into
the realm of permanent separation from territory, rights to reside, and family
unification in the territory of their birth. Judicial dicta have affirmed that the right
of the military commander exercising security authority supplants local
122 See Hadas Mandel & Debora P. Birgier, The Gender Revolution in Israel: Progress and Stagnation
in SOCIOECONOMIC INEQUALITY IN ISRAEL 153-84 (Nabil Khattab et al., eds., 2016); Nancy Strichman,
Past Achievements and Future Directions of Women’s and Feminist Organizations in Israel, NAT’L
COUNCIL OF JEWISHWOMEN (March 2018), https://www.ncjw.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Full-
Report-of-Research.pdf. But see RUTH HALPERIN-KADDARI, WOMEN IN ISRAEL: A STATE OF THEIR
OWN (2003).
123 SARAI AHARANI, WOMEN, PEACE, AND SECURITY: SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 1325 IN THE
ISRAELI CONTEXT (2015).
124 This absolute discretion is subject to proof of bad faith or corruption on the part of military
commanders. THE ABC OF THE OPT, supra note 4, at 226 n.41 (citing to HCJ 209/73 La’afi v. Minister
of the Interior 28 PD 13 (1973); KRETZMER, supra note 65, at 101–02.)
125 HCJ 13/86 Shahin v. IDF Commander in Judea and Samaria 41(1) PD 197 (1987) (Isr.).
126 Law of Return (1950), as supplemented by the Entry into Israel Law (2003).
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127 HCJ 500/72 Al-Teen v. Minister of Defence (1972) 27(1) PD 481.
128 The demographic underpinnings of the law that appear to drive political policy have leaked into the
public domain and formed the basis of constitutional challenge to some legal enactments, which were
unsuccessful. See Immigration and Settlement of Foreigners in Israel, MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR (May
2002), http://www.hamoked.org.il/items/5760.pdf [Hebrew].
129 Youssef Courbage, Fertility Policy in Israel: The Politics of Religion, Gender and Nation (2000)
(book review); YOUSSEF COURBAGE & JACQUELINE PORTUGUESE FERTILITY POLICY IN ISRAEL: THE
POLITICS OF RELIGION, GENDER AND NATION (2000); Daphna Birenbaum-Carmeli, Thirty-five Years of
Assisted Reproductive Technologies in Israel, 2 REPRO. BIOMEDICINE SOC. ONLINE 16 (2016).
130 The explicitly demographic threat posed by Palestinian birthing has been articulated by the Ministry
of Interior. See, e.g., Noga. Kadman & Andrea Szlecesan, Temporary Order? Life in East Jerusalem
under the Shadow of Citizenship and Entry into Israel Law, HAMOKED (2014).
131 See THE ABC OF THE OPT, supra note 4, at 234. The effects of the law at the individual level are
found in a study of six Palestinian women separated from their husbands as a result of the law. See Y.
PLITMANN, The Story of Six Women: Different Faces of the Family Unification Issue in LAW, MINORITY
AND NATIONAL CONFLICT 335–74 (R. Zarik and A. Saban (eds.), 2017) [Hebrew].
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heteropatriarchal society the center of life for women. Without a home, women
are unable to carry out any of the household tasks that are expected of them, and
the social, cultural, physical, and emotional harms are dire. Demolitions shatter
family life and provoke separation, which is both spatial and emotional in the
aftermath of destruction. Commentators have noted the broader lack of judicial
empathy for affected families, including the homelessness created for elderly
family members,136 as well as a lack of any sustained reflection in any published
judgments on the familial and gendered effects of an official policy of punitive
demolitions. 137 Stating the obvious, a well-entrenched policy in a highly
legalized regulatory framework such as this occupation does not occur without a
deep understanding of and consideration of its multiple effects. This disparate
effect on women and family life must, in some sense, be a presumed consequence
of the policy of house destruction/sealing, an inevitable if not intended
consequence.138
Linking to the broader themes of this Article, a couple of wide-ranging
observations can be drawn from the practice of house demolitions. First, the
power to demolish is a distinct colonial legacy and was used during the British
mandate of Palestine,139 underscoring the ubiquity of continuity between deeply
oppressive, exclusionary, and discriminatory regimes with contemporary
occupation law practice in the OPT. Second, the power of the military
commander to destroy a home is virtually unfettered under the relevant
regulation:
AMilitary Commander may by order direct the forfeiture to the
Government of Palestine of any house, structure, or land from
which has reason to suspect that any firearm has been illegally
discharged, or any bomb, grenade or explosive or incendiary
136  " 
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article illegally thrown, or of any house, structure or land
situated in any area, town, village, quarter or street the
inhabitants or some of the inhabitants of which he is satisfied
have committed, or attempted to commit, or abetted the
commission of, or been accessories after the fact of the
commission of, any offence against the Regulations involving
violence or intimidation or any Military Court offence; and
when any house, structure or land is forfeited as aforesaid, the
Military Commander may destroy the house or the structure or
anything on growing on the land.140
In this universe of military assessment, discretion, and enforcement, the
power of a woman (any woman) to protect her home, her status, and her way of
life is rendered meaningless as a legal matter. Moreover, it renders women
vulnerable to domestic partner and intimate violence as insecure housing
amplifies tensions and undermines masculinities in ways that deepen women’s
broader insecurity. The notion of future deterrence, 141 ill-proven on any
empirical grounds, is balanced entirely in the military’s favor, underscoring the
broader point that the balance of protection to the civilian population fares badly
in the exercise of military discretion, and disproportionate gender effects play no
role at all in determining the policy practices of the occupying state. Finally, the
courts have been equally impervious to arguments of compatibility with
international law, including the prohibition on collective punishment; ignored
empirical evidence as to the negative effects of home destruction; and been
entirely deaf to hearing about the disproportionate effects of ruining homes for
women, families, and communities. Invoking narrow pedantic deference to the
authority of prior local law (the colonial regulation),142 the Supreme Court has
markedly shown selective capacity to be judicially innovative within the green
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occupation. The double layers to this invisibility have internal and external
dimensions connected to the experience of communities under occupation, the
masculinity of regulation, and of perceived threat as well as to the lower status
of women within their own communities. Surfacing women in multifaceted ways
under occupation is an essential aspect of transformative work on the law of
occupation. As discussed above, this task of making women’s lives and the
regulatory impact of apparently neutral occupations laws and practice visible
subsists in constant struggle, not least because of the challenge of making the
totality of the occupation itself visible, before one can get to the specificity of
women’s lives within it.
In conclusion, it would be remiss to close without affirming the agency
and resistance practiced by women living under occupation. That resistance is
both manifest and subversive. It is revealed in birthing choices, mothering skills,
and maneuvering, in the continued and defining presence of women in public
space, in women’s movement through and within territory, in community
engagement, in solidarity, in challenging within their communities and directly
to the occupation regime. It manifests in the everydayness of women’s lives
under belligerent occupation where normality and predictability have long been
suspended. Paying attention to the everyday has been a fruitful site for feminist
scholars to reveal the complexity, beauty, and determination of women’s lives.
There is much work still to be done in the context of the OPT and other situations
of occupation to reveal the fullness of this reality. This analysis is one step in
that direction.
